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Abstract 
The world of music with varied sound, appealing or provocative, is a rich source 

of enterprise, intellect as well as aesthetic appreciation. A composer combines 

various elements of music in distinct and characteristic ways to form a music 

composition. The listening audience’s ability to recognize, comprehend, admire 

and enjoy the effects of such artiful combination so-applied entails a lot. Many a 

lettered music practitioner of African origin, especially Africa South of Sahara, has 

in one way or the other linguistically aired his or her expressionist’s view on 

musicality within the shores and coastal regions of black Africa. Each has always 

made bold to come up with personal peculiar music idioms guided by certain 

factors, including environmental. In the areas of terminologies as regards 

classifications of musical instruments, African musicologists’ voices and their 

scholarly articles with diverse opinions abound. A few of the musical literati works 

to be discussed here are those published between the post Nigerian independence 

and the present millennium era. This topic is therefore concerned with how 

Nigerian art musicians championed the development and application of African 

music jargons in their individual publications. Most of them are music scholars 

with western concept of musical heritage, while the rest are adepts in both church 

and circular music, whose musical resolve synthesize opposing styles and 

techniques in experimentation of Nigeria art musical trends from their respective 

points of view. Backed up with conspicuous reasons, the paper makes good its 

effort to justify circumstances surrounding the use of African music idioms “adli 
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bitum” to express indigenous cultural endowment and, of course, spirit of 

nationalism.  

 

Keywords: Sub- Saharan Africa, African music, Music literati, Nationalistic music 

idioms, Literary criticism  

 

Introduction 

Sub-Sahara Africans are precisely African Settlements geographically located at south of 

Sahara Desert along the coastal regions of the Atlantic Ocean shores. The cardinal point 

identifies them as West Africans. The musical literati as used in this paper implies learned 

African musicians considered knowledgeable enough about music literature, especially in 

the area of analytical composition and application of music idioms in compositions. 

Nationalism is recorded in chambers (1996:910) Dictionary as “A policy of, or movement 

aiming at, national unity or independence. Extreme pride in the history, culture and 

successes, etc. of one’s nation, loyalty to one’s nation, patriotism”. In literary criticism, 

evaluative options are formed about the business of writing words of literature; in this case 

music literature religiously involving the use of African musical idioms. 

 

“The people’s concept of music is an offshoot of its utilitarian essence and it is directly 

propositional to the level of regard they accord the activities of their musicians” (Idolor, 

2002:55). On the way forward as regards matters arising from music as a concept, the 

erudite musicologist further maintains that its availability in Africa indicates the functions 

and invaluable roles it plays in the indigenes’ life affairs in their entirety. To this end he 

rounds off, “If music must serve the purpose, …. music practitioners must understand the 

trend…. and suitably adapt their practice without loosing the ‘peculiarities’ (idioms, 

‘emphasis mine’) of African musical heritage” (Idolor, 2002:10). More realization of this 

objective calls for formal training in music scholarship with much attention to 

musicianship, more so as it affects African societal culture. This paper however, decries 

some non African music promoters’ laissez-faire attitude over this issue. Based on this fact, 

we can agree with Akpabot (1986:93-94) who affirms: “The Africans prefer what they hear 

to what they see in many cases”. Hence, apt tones are chosen to reflect the cultural music 

style of the people. This belief underlie the construction of the scale employed in their 

instruments.   

 

 “When the elements of music are organized into a musical composition, the over all design 

of the work is called its form” (Ferris, 1985:66). In art music making, ‘form’ is strictly based 

on the rules of repetition and contrast. The former appends unity, symmetry and balance 

to the composition, while the later provides musical variations. It is, of course, this fore-
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knowledge that guides African art composers in the use of ‘form’ as a fundamental music 

idioms in their individual compositions.  

 

African Music at a Glance. 

To unfold a clearer picture of this topical discourse, there is need to scutinize the 

constituent characteristics of African music identity. According to Ekweme (2001:16-17), 

contemporary African composers have written choral works… “The introduction of 

African features in them merely gives the work a special effect by which it may be termed 

African”. Idolor (2002:1) throws more light to Ekweme’s view with the conclusion that 

“Music to the contemporary African suggests the relationsip between music and 

humanity,Particularly the present day African”. Idolor (2005:81) further speaks volumes 

on this as he avers: “African music identity refers to peculiar patterns which realize 

themselves in Africa and characterize African music practice. These practice which are 

sensed and guarded jealously appear as sound matrixes, tonality, compositional 

techniques, musical instruments, costumes, performance practice, role and receptivity to 

endow African music with an image and status”. This affirmation made manifest here by 

the art music maestro is considered a stepping stone and, of course, one in the right 

direction in drawing conclusion on the management and relevance of African musical 

idioms in this scholarly paper. 

 

Writing under the theme: “The Main Forms of African Music”, Agu (1999:1) concludes, 

“The commonest forms of African vocal music include solo and chorus alternations, solo 

and chorused refrain and solo chorus alternations with ostinato accompaniment. The vocal 

techniques are based on antiphonal exchange between the soloist(s), (leader) and the 

chorus or choir (congregation or member of performing group)”. Again, indigenous 

musical instruments are invariable, prerequisites for expressly facilitating African music 

in it traditional setting rather than enhancing exotic ones; this equally encourages African 

composers to cogitate in that direction and sustain the tempo by composing instrumental 

works for societal satisfaction and maintenance of values.  

 

In African music context, musical performance conventions are implicit to elicit an 

ineluctable response from the onlookers who are, in most cases, non prepared audience. 

This argument may however, be refuted to some extent because, the spirit of musical 

appreciation is conditioned not only by musical culture, situation-motivated activity to 

which music is introduced or any emotional response provoked by the context of 

performance but also by individual tests which are miscellaneous. As the benefit of the 

doubt, the present youth loves pop music which is more of imported style/genre than their 

cultural music.  
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African music being a medium of identity, this differentiates it from those of other global 

cultures. According to Omibiyi-Obidike (2001:155), “these are manifested in performance 

techniques and individual styles-vocal and instrumental, voice texture, choice and use of 

traditional repertoire, internal structure, vocal introduction, aesthetics of musical 

performance and so forth”. African music is stylistically typified by “the use of a heptatonic 

scale and polyphony based on the third as a consonant interval,… singing in unionism or 

in parallel octaves… The use of sporadic fourths as consonant intervals” as well as the 

involvement of “both hemitone and anhemitone pentatonic form” (Nketia, 1964:34). The 

above musical factors are observed by communities sharing common beliefs, values and 

ideas. “They use both divisive and additive rhythms; internal accentual grouping of motifs 

in twos and threes against a steady pulse; interloking rhythms, polyrhythms, multiple 

main beats, cross rhythms, shifting meters and polymeter. Common emphasis on 

percussive use of hocket and ostinato techniques under instrumentation and attention to 

subtle values in the tonal materials” (35) abound too.   

 

African Music Idioms and Their Application to Compositions 

Idioms: With the understanding that music idioms are culture specific, the need to define 

“culture” in this paper is out of question. “Culture is the normative practice of a defined human 

group in the conduct of its day to day activities” (Chukwu, 1999: XVI). An ‘idiom’ on the other 

hand means all of the following: “The syntax, grammar and forms of expression particular 

to a language or a variety of languages. The language vocabulary, forms of expression, etc. 

used by a particular person or group of people. The characteristic style or forms of 

expression of a particular artist(e), musician, artistic or musical school, etc”. (chambers 

Dictionary, 1996:910). Of the above definition, the most suitable in the context of this paper 

is the very last one and as such, it shall be a point of focus for assessing this work. 

  

According to Omibiyi-Obidike (2001:155-156), “African composer who as a result of his 

western training produces works in the western idiom must be assisted to rediscover his 

musical tradition through a reeducation embedded in African traditional idioms so that 

they become part of his composition… These resources vary according to linguistic and 

social groups, age and sex”. Two basic discrepancies (among minor others) between 

African and Euro-American concepts of musical idioms deduced from the topical review 

are instrumental and lyrical application and interpretation factors during a socio-musical 

event. From all indications, information gathered from the above discourse entails that 

“African idioms in music is essentially an aggregate of mutually related traditions which 

can be distinguished in certain particulars from the music of other geographical or cultural 

areas”. (Nketia, 1964:35).  
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At the juncture, suffice it to address the place of musical languages styled idiom as avenues 

for utilizing assorted sounds creatively (including sonics) to achieve social demands. The 

combination of such sounds employed may lack universally acceptable meaning but 

conventionally, they represent certain phenomena familiar and comprehensive to the very 

human community. Musical idiom (language) in Nigeria cultural context is, for an 

instance, nurtured and fostered in the fabric of social music group, and thereafter further 

extended and retained in conscientious performance across national boundaries. Through 

continual artistic performance presentation, people in other cultures of the globe may wish 

to either register their cooperate interest or conflict of opinion according as the musical 

idioms affect a facet of their social life. The end result however, aims at using the cultural 

music jargon of the populace to project cardinal virtue, moral conducts, negotiate for 

cosmic needs, emphasize specific ethics, ethos, norms and values; family ties, social 

cooperation and the like. 

 

Musical idioms as a form of language provide history cum cultural process which appends 

invaluable meaning to musical events. Through such idioms man expresses the realities of 

life affairs across tribes and tongues. To speak into one vision, mission and programme is 

to communicate musically. The Sapir-Whorf language school of thought (1929) argues that 

speakers of particular language must necessarily interpret the word through the unique 

vocabulary and grammar their language supplies. The reason is that cultural language 

disparities affect musical interpretations for social control. By extension, the language one 

speaks predisposes one to choice of musical idioms, euphemisms, jargons and codes for 

the interpretations of things in a more concerned way. Musical language in people’s 

culture shapes their view of life situations. Norms and values expressed in musical 

language communication are strictly applied to condition the African societies in Diaspora 

through globalization process. 

 

Message communication idioms are applied in African composer’s composition to reflect 

the mores of the peoples and current socio-political realities of their life. Choice of 

generally comprehended verbal language is made and musically structured during their 

compositions to portray characterization, or communicate a conceptual story-line. To 

communicate effectively and successfully with audience (who listens to these varieties of 

contemporary African music idioms) is as inevitable as a matter of concern to the African 

art composers. However, this can be ameliorated on and enhanced by a growing 

knowledge of developments in the field. The frequent media music broadcast has been of 

much assistance in this regard.  
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In the area of “musical idioms” as they affect “African musical instruments”, Honbostle 

and Sachs (1993) classification of musical instruments is as it were, being undermined by 

a crop of present generation of African musicologists and those of the recent past, who 

have in no wise relented in the African instrumentation research with the view to both 

innovating and adding to the said pioneers’ classification nomenclature. Paradigms of 

such art music scholars includes Echezona (1981:139) who came up with the idea of 

PRONGAPHONES. These are: 

 

Instruments consisting of a number of flexible tougues of banboo wood or 

metal, whose bases are attached to a board or a box-like resonant body; 

the tougues are supported by a bridge so that their free ends can vibrate 

when plucked with the fingers or thumbs. The length of the tongue can be 

adjusted and varied, so that a series of different notes can be produced. 

The tongues may be arranged in a graduated series from the shortest to 

the longest, or they may be disposed irregularly in order to adapt them to 

a particular melody.  

 

He equally spoke of SPLIT-STRINGED INSTRUMENTS as-“A special group of 

instruments consisting of reed, bamboo, or palm-leaf stalks, having one or more strings 

formed by prizing up very narrow lengths of the cortex, leaving them attached at their 

extremities, (or in some types near centres) (211)”. This elevates them to the surface thereby 

facilitating their sound emission and resonation as they ocililate when struck or plucked. 

 

In the words of Onyekwelu (2009:2), “scholars in the field of ethnomusicology have made 

some good efforts in research by making it possible for African scholars to contribute much 

in the taxonomy and terminologies that are based on African idioms and expressions”. He 

further argues that according to Oxford English Dictionary, xylo means wood. To this end 

he resolves, “Oja being a wooden musical instrument should have the prefix xylo added 

to it”. Based on this reason, he regards Oja (by naming identity) as uniquely a 

‘xyloaerophone’ which means ‘wooden aerophone or wooden flute’. In likewise manner, 

he affirms, “flute made of metal is aerometalophone”. In this perspective, the researcher is 

more or less mindful of the natural material used in fashioning the instrument going by 

the pioneer classifiers’ concept of classification. In the same trend of thought Onyekwelu 

(7) persistently opines: “The xylophone as we already know is also made of wood. In this 

case, the shape of the wood being slab is considered in the terminology resulting to 

XYLOSLABPHONE that is, wooden slaphone”. In the same vein, the metal slabs used in the 

thumb piano (mbira or sansa) should have the terminology as ‘slab metalophone’. Here, his logic 

is based on the ‘shape’ of the instrument in question in his choice of idiomatic 
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nomenclature. Furthermore, since ‘Litho’ means ‘rock’, he resolves that ‘basket rattle’ 

containing pebble stones should be referred to as ‘rattling lithophone’, and invariably 

maintains that it is a musical literary language to use such idioms as” ‘aerophonic 

idiophone’ whereby the body structure of the aero phone strictly distinguishes it from 

others. 

 

The idea of over blowing in association with musical rendition is another point of interest 

that deserves attention. By the lexical meaning of the word over, it denotes excess and as 

such nothing to write-home about. With this understanding, overblowing as it relates to 

music instrumental performance has for a long time left much to the desired. It is therefore 

uncalled for in the context of western musical usage. However, Onyekwelu (2009:28) 

makes it clear that “more tones beyond the six official or cultural tones could be achieved 

through over blowing” the implication is that over blowing is now a musical idiom to 

reckon with in African music. 

 

The use of African music idioms among scholars has in some quarters, and to some extent, 

resulted in a kind of thought-provoking affair. In other words, clash of interest in definition 

of terms do ensure. This impression calls for internal resolution through musical 

conference, workshops, seminars, etc. before we can employ such proposed musical 

terminologies or jargons (as the case may be) beyond our immediate environment for 

global usage. A typical example to buttress one’s point here is such as stated: Chukwu 

(2007:153) is of the opinion that “in as much as oja instrument depends on air for it to sound, its 

name does not depict any meaning either derived from the material used on its construction or from 

sound it produces”. But Onyekwelu (2009:8) counters this view as he posits: “In Anambra 

Igbo extract, oja is an action instrument and the name derived from the Igbo word ja, 

meaning inspire or encourage, depending on the contextual application. oja in Igbo of 

eastern Nigeria means inspirational or courageous action, which makes one acts or 

behaves without premeditation”. 

 

From the aforesaid divergent views, we can deduce that the material used in producing 

oja as well as its unique sound production quality are points of disagreement between the 

scholars in their naming system. While the two factors guilded Onyekwelu in his choice of 

idiomatic classification, his opponent believes otherwise. He rather maintains that: oja, a 

wooden notched flute is an abstractophone because from his cultural background,  

 

the instrument is known by its abstract appellation…Traditional musical   

instrument identified by their manner of play (mannerphone) E.g.  

Uboaka (Thumb piano). Those identified by the material from which they 
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are made (materiaphone) E.g. ‘Ogwe’ (Congadrum). Those identified 

according to their onomatopoeic derivations (Onomatophone) E.g. 

‘Ekwe’(Wooden slit drum). Those identified by their utilitarian 

association (utiliphone), E.g. ‘udu’ (musicalpot) (Chukwu, 1999:15-16). 

 

Another survey of art works in Nigeria includes Nzewi’s musical passage which contains 

unfamiliar musical idioms employed with reckless abandonment in a bid to capture the 

events beyond doubt. Few instances of such jargons are: “Linguistic nuances, germinal 

element of structure, inflectional text, melorhythm and continuum” among others too 

numerous to mention. All these are applied in a bid to evaluate –African coquettish walk 

dance, aesthetics, artistes’ stage behaviour, costumes and props applications, performance 

compositional tendencies, styles and techniques, theatrical verbal texts and messages, 

artistic communication and live stage aura, facial expression and, of course, artiste- 

audience interrelationship.  

 

From the fore going points of view on the paper sub-topics, one has every reason to 

concour that the contemporary music terminologies coined by African music scholars are 

adequate for consideration to the advantage of ethno musicological practice in African 

continent. This is, in fact, a mile stone towards gradual liberations of Africans from the 

protracted bondage of Euro-American musicological dominion. 

 

African Art Music Composers’ Works 

Onyeji and Uzoigwe’s Literary Position on Traditional Music: One of Onyeji’s 

outstanding works on an African music styled Abigbo (a traditional music genre 

associated with Mbaise people of Igbo race), is particularly concerned with its application 

in the composition of modern symphony orchestra. The concentration of his study 

approach is broken down into two main parts. The work as a role model dispels certain 

musical irregularities akin to prejudicial oral traditions that hold sway on mediocre art 

musicians’ double- standard observations and duplication of biased research effort in his 

masterwork attention to facts about Abigbo music and musicians’ idiosyncrasies in 

relation to musicianship.      

 

In this context, he resolutely discusses such issues as – (a) “The Socio-cultural and Creative 

Milieu of Abigbo Musicians;” (b) “The Creative Performance Process;” (c) “The Theoretical 

Content of Abigbo Music;” (d) “The Artistic Criticism;” as well as (e) “Social Aesthetics 

Normative in Abigbo Music Appreciation.” These salient facets of his work he considers 

ethnomusicologically imperative for review and subsequently for popular acquaintance. 

Onyeji further deliberates on – “Identifiable musical elements, compositional principles 
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and the stylistic forte of Abigbo choral-music.” The application of all these eventually 

becomes instrumental in the transcription and analytical techniques in his Abigbo music 

composition, which is the basis of his study. 

 

The aforesaid areas of his research investigation on Abigbo are comparatively identified 

with certain music making disparities from “Mbaise environmental influence on Abigbo 

Vis-à-vis musical practices in other cultural communities.” “Artistic Creativity procured in 

Abigbo music” as presented and amplifiedin Onyeji’s viewpoints reflects additional 

innovation in contemporary Abigbo music contrary to what obtains in those days musical 

rendition practices. This is evident enough with further reference to his discourse on “The 

concept of: Musical performance presentation” as it affects Abigbo. His points of view on 

Abigbo’s choral dance music justifiably scrutinized, established a background benefit of 

the doubt needed to eschew questionable clash of interest arising from its application in 

the composition of modern symphony orchestra.    

 

Onyeji’s (2003:VI) work, essentially, applies the musical elements, compositional 

principles and the style of Abigbo dance music to present a perspective in the creative 

continuum of African music informed by Abigbo choral-dance music.” On the whole and 

from all indications, a detailed analysis of his work on Abigbo and its compositional 

procedure; the projections and conclusion emanating from it precisely dwell on a three-

movement orchestral work in contrasting tempi, in which the second movement 

introduces a male chorus with the orchestra though not entirely  limited to it. 

 

The musical challenges addressed in Uzoigwe’s exemplary reference on Abigbo in his study 

of Ukom, an elegy strictly performed in honour of a deceased aged woman pagan are 

thought-provoking. His work is not particularly on Abigbo but makes reference to it while 

presenting situation reports on Ukom, a feminine musical counterpart of Ese, a masculine, 

funeral, instrumental music, ritual in character. He fully and satisfactorily discussed their 

compositional functionality based on context of performance or socio-musical roles as 

against the conventional musical attributes. However, his work on the two ensembles is 

silent in the technical manipulation of the constituent musical instruments and their 

associated vocal artistry. Instrumentally considered, the determinants of Uzoigwe’s 

musical scales in Abigbo (like virtually in all other related instrumental music) are: the 

types of musical instruments and their respective conventional tunes; the types of intervals 

used or the two aforementioned factors combined. Only membranophone class of 

instruments, precisely battery of drum chimes, is exclusively available in his work. With 

these facts to the researcher’s disposal, it is certain that the varieties of autophone and 

membranophone listed out in his sample study, altogether, yield different result from what 
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obtains in Abigbo of nowadays. For obvious reasons, the numbers and types of his 

available instruments constituting instrumentation defer from those of the present day 

Abigbo ensemble. Uzoigwe’s conception of musical gossip by Abigbo musicians is evident 

in the song text poetry with its relative proportions of vocal tessitura. The characteristic 

musical elements deduced from his study on Abigbo throw more light to Mbaise’s cultural 

impacts on Abigbo and the reciprocity. These include indigenous experience with Mbaise 

social associations and believes in consonance with their concept of Abigbo. 

 

Uzoigwe’s Mind Set and Value Judgment on Abigbo Music: Going by Uzoigwe’s (1998) 

narration, choreography is presented only periodically and in the course of artistic/artistes’ 

performance interrelationship. His work creates the impression that dancing activity is not 

given prominence by being featured frequently as is the case in the music making. That 

resolution is another conclusive remark found wanting. Hardly do dancers dance a capella 

just like singers and instrumentalists. Because his study is not choreography-specific, or 

based on the aspects of Abigbo at variance with his area of study, he pays little or no 

attention to definition of terms in such sub-topics when he refers to them to buttress his 

points. At times his attempted definitions are contextually inadequate, unrealistic, 

improperly or completely thought-out. In his work report, singing takes precedence over 

dance; in the order words, songs are more prevalent than dance. Beyond that, both the 

vocal and instrumental components ideally constitute the musical structure, and these he 

grouped together in the conventional score. However, the leading melodic part of the 

instrumentation, supported by chordal combinations of all other underlying accompanied 

instrumental melodies, is most often structured to imitate memorized songs without 

human vocal accompaniment. This too, raises question on the axiomatic meaning of 

Abigbo in Mbaise clans. His discussion on text message centers on instrumental sound 

production as against vocal music. Song as a product of human vocal music as opposed to 

instrumentally emitted sound is presented in his work with mix-feeling.   

 

The dearth of African art music compositions for African prepared listening audience is a 

thing of great challenge to indigenous music creativity. It was this ugly situation that made 

the then West African nationalists musicians resort to music nationalism so as to control 

music making in the interest of the booming population of their indigenes who yearned 

for total liberation from exotic cultural imperialism. In Ghana precisely we have such 

outstanding pioneers as: Dr Geoffrey Boeteng, Otto Ampofo Boeteng, R.O. Danso, Dr 

Zabana Kongo, Prof. Joseph H. Kwabene Nketia, Prof. E. Laing and Prof. N.Z. Nayo. The 

highlight of their concerted musical efforts rest on use of rhythmic percussion, harmonic 

parallelism, tune-language infectionary adjustment, nonlinguistic or dictionary-based 

phoneme for the sake of rhythmic and harmonic impression among host of others. 
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Composers of art music imply those already musically adept and scholarly as music 

careerists. They emerged under spirit of NATIONALISM prompted by indigenous 

eagerness for liberation under the cloak of Western culture, economic exploitation and 

political dictatorship. In this report, they are commended for achieving great feat in their 

respective works devoid of any mix-up. These composers compose with the understanding 

that “Music is most accessible to human being in crises or calm, work and worship, play 

or recreation or reflection. Music is implicated in life, and people go all out to use music to 

communicate, to move, to express emotions and ideas, and to mobilize people or rally 

them to solidarity” (Okafor, 2005: 273). African Composers are by extension ‘Musicians 

par Excellence’. This implicates that “They put together musical resources and ideas that 

become an original composition or copyright arrangement intended to be presented to an 

audience” (Idamoyibo, 2006:142). By all implications, they presuppose musicians endowed 

with the art of musical compositions distinguished from all other musicians stressing on a 

closely related musicological notation so-acquired.  

 

Two representative identifications of art compositions in Ghana are those of Amu and 

Nketia. Simplicity marks the developmental stage of Ephraim Amu’s works in art music 

profession. Nothing musically queer is identified with the samples of his ditties to the 

narrators’ disposal. However, his intermediate works are contrarily complex in their 

structural features. He introduces new ideas and methods in his compositions in a bid to 

set Ghana tonal language to music. The last stage in his musical creativity is Ghana’s 

musical idioms imitation-inclined. Thus, his people’s instrumental music is duly accorded 

its melorhythmic pattern under compositional technique situation. With this development, 

the vocal tunes are adapted to instrumental texture. It is praise worthy to note that Amu’s 

intimacy with Ghana traditional music makes his works culturally relevant for scholarship 

recognition. Extra-ordinary attention paid to his music biographic report and facts 

surrounding it are void of value judgment; rather the vantage point therein is both 

motivating and challenging for music careerist/beneficiaries to forge ahead to a greater 

height in musicianship.  

 

Nketia takes after Amu but conspicuously differs in instrument technology musical 

intention, imagination and programmatic works with simplified tonal forms, didactically 

applied hemiola, dynamic and symmetric rhythmic phrases that emit invigorating 

sensation and comprehensive tonality provoked by use made of chromatic embellishment. 

These stylistic compositional approach are however, not far-fetched in Ghanaian 

traditional music, which abounds with chorale.  
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In the area of art music, the birth of a new world of sounds is witnessed. This is better 

expressed by Machlis and Forney (1991:619), who while referring to art music affirms: 

“..Passing through a period of violent experimentation with new media, new materials, 

and new techniques, artistes are freeing themselves from every vestige of the past in order 

to explore new means of thought and feeling” they conclude “In another development 

Nketia (2004:33) opines, “it is generally held that what makes a work of African art music 

African is its African ‘roots’ or the presumed continuity with the ‘historical’ or classical 

‘traditions of Africa’ that composers endeavour to establish”.  

 

In accordance with Idolor’s (2001:135) definition, “African art music is a literary approach 

to the study of contemplative music which contains features of African traditional music. 

Considering the approach to its study, the educational system is a dominant of its 

advancement”. All things considered, Adedeji (2006:1) appends to that as he observes: The 

textual contents of most African art music composition repertoires with Nigeria as an 

example, address cultural axiom, religious beliefs and messages, love, and few didactic 

topics”. The salient artistry which the composers employ in their respective musical 

compositions to boost their aesthetic values are the formal designs of the piece of music. 

These are of diverse features, patterns and organizations.  

  

Pockets of these serious (art) compositions are products of a crop of African composers 

popularly referred to as Avant-garde school of thought develop new and unconventional 

styles and apply same to famous poetic works which they set to music. This is the advent 

of African art songs to our disposal nowadays. Such ‘art music’ according as Ferris 

(1985:366) puts it “presents a tremendous challenge to listeners, requiring more effort, 

concentration, experience and talent” to apprehend it. The very outset of the thematic 

introduction of these works is identified with clear and legible notations. Similarly, the 

yardstick for such contextual notations lack ambiguity because the musical scores are well 

codified before publication takes place. It therefore mounts to an overstatement to reckon 

that idioms explicit in African music compositions are derogations from standard music 

notations. It is myopic of realities to blame low circulation rate and virtually non 

availability of most art musicians’ scores on sub-standard notation. Such factors as – 

financial constraint, time, health and, of course, lack of production facilities coupled with 

strained espirit de corps, which undermine official funding have in no wise favoured the 

cardinal aim of art music composition in Africa. A genuine musical composition permits 

of meticulously and judiciously co-ordinated styles- putting into a major consideration, its 

societal function.  
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The church music from the western perspective was solely in practice in the early African 

art music for ecclesiastical devotion. However, the people’s music for the church worship 

becomes inevitable as a weapon of Christian religion among the indigenes, and for its 

adequate reflection of the natives’ tonal inflection poetically and semantically. In 

Ghanaians’ music situation, one can justify styles prevalent in their choral music under 

this paraphrastic classifications – singing vocalism for praises, celebration, pleasure or 

recreation either sacred with biblical text for Christian religions services or secular (i.e. 

national character piece); then purely indigenous vocal piece and finally the acculturation-

influenced popular type. The first mentioned involves Ghanaian rhythms interposed in 

westernized (exotic) harmonic structure but possessing hymnal strophic form. The next in 

the series has extra-musical values and is improvisatory in its ritual or social context. Most 

essentially the lyrical tunes are evocative and are used instinctively in the course of 

spiritual mediation or divine devotions. 

 

Conclusion 

The African systematic integration of Euro-American musical forms and their concomitant 

elements akin to compositional principles and procedures into those of Africans further 

necessitates a meticulous consideration of their musical relevance to the African mores. An 

outline use of none lingua-based syllables, especially African onomatopoeic sounds are 

objectively shown in the scholars’ works. Examples are kon-kon-kon, pete-pete-pete, etc. 

by extension, the spirit of traditional Africa were captured therein as much as the African 

beneficiaries can understand it beyond value judgment. Undeniably, from the foregoing 

analysis of these music scholar’s works, the end has been justifying the means. This 

significantly goes a long way in encouraging further studies and at the same time debunks 

hasty conclusions on what obtains in African art music idioms.  

  

It will therefore mount to misjudgment of claim to consider these imperative compositions 

as those unable to stand the test of time. This is because the human cultures imbibed in the 

repertoire are treated methodically. Besides, both musical qualities and extra-musical 

events are given a pride of place; with this done, musical appreciation has always been 

encouraged in the people’s milieu. Since musical interest is dictated or determined by 

different social/peer groups who constitute the musical audience, issues on the choice and 

sustenance of African music idioms can either forge ahead to a logical conclusion or they 

dwindle shortly if left unconcerned. 

 

Analogies and connotation that ensue in this discourse on the prospective listener(s) prove 

that appreciation of sounds requires one’s disposition to interpretative guides. To this end, 

this paper solicits for the dominance of ‘Africanness’ in any Afro-European fused piece of 
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music so that such music composition can last. Our indigenous organological technology 

needs revival in a bid to realize the subject of this discussion. For instance, it is shocking to 

note that no instructors of traditional African music were recruited in U.N.N. at a given 

moment in time of the institutional music studies, while reverse was the case in the field 

of western music. Reasons for such academic decision are attributed to inadequate 

manpower in the area of study. To arrest this ugly situation to a successful end calls for 

African music solidarity among African musicological compatriots. They have to be 

enthusiastically engrossed on this issue so that sanity can reign supreme in the use of 

different African music idioms by African composers.  
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